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Bea : see Pea.
BeaucheneGL, FrankreichGL: an unidentified place said by the Pfeiffer FSL to be homeUC to a Souffle
family. Unfortunately there are at least seven Beauchen in France!
Beaufort?, Frankreich: an unidentified place and said by the Franzosen FSL to be homeUC to a Michel
family. There are at least 11 Beauforts in France.
Beaune, Frankreich: an unidentified place and said by the Franzosen FSL to be homeUC to a Prudhon
family. There are at least 10 Beaunes in France.
BeauregardVV: a alternate spelling for BoregardVV.
BebFN: see Pepper.
Bebech/Buch{M.Elisabeth}: step-mom of Schneider{Franz Wilhelm} the man who, after leaving the
Danish Colonies settled at Messer FSL #5. She had arrived at Flensburg, Schleswig Royal
Duchy in June 1762 with 4 step-children, the children of Schneider{Michael} (EEE p.590).
BeberlingFN: see Weberling.
BebrinheimGL, West Holland: an unidentified place said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be homeUC to a
van der Nauweland family.
BecherFN{Conrad}: married a Lohrentz{Christiane E.} in Rosslau on 17 Sept 1765 (Mai&Marquardt
#872 & KS120, 143). Not found in Kulberg or T. But by 1767 they had settled in Frank FSL
#71 which said he was fromUC Lauter, Hessen-Darmstadt. Jim Pickelhaupt says he has found
this man’s origin.
Becher/BoecherFN{Johann}: fromUC Nidda, he and wife, Katharina, were said to have left for Leichtling
in 1765 (KS120). However, they were said by the Pleve and Kromm versions of the Jagodnaja
Poljana FSL #39 to be fromUC to be from Nidda Amt, Hessen-Darmstadt. Also spelled by
Kromm as Boecher.
BecherFN: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be fromUC Bayreuth (no locality mentioned).
Boecher/Becher{Anton}: fromUC Merlau married Wolff{Eliesabetha Barbara} in Buedingen 11 April
1766 (Mai&Marquardt#521). Not found in Kulberg or T. By August 1767 they had settled in
Kraft FSL #24 which said he was fromUC Merlau, [Hessen-]Darmstadt [Landgraviate].
FN
Becher : said by the Neidermonjou FSL to be fromUC Eichel.
BecherFN: also see Beker.
BecherbachGL: an unidentified place said by the the Rohleder FSL to be homeUC to a Junker and possibly
to a Mohr/Marx? family. There were two Becherbachs in the Germanies: one was then in
Sponheim-Starkenberg County, 17 miles WSW of Bad-Kreuznack; the other was in PfalzZweibruecken Duchy, 15 miles SSW of Bad-Kreuznack. This probably was the same place as
the next entry
Becherbach near Rockenhausen, [Pfalz-Zweibruecken Duchy]: is 6.5 miles WNW of Rockenhausen

town. KS163 said this was homeUC to Weigle{Dr. Thomas}
Bechert : said by the Pfeiffer FSL to be fromUC Wuerzburg no locality indicated.
BechlingenGL, Braunfels: : is some 8 miles NNW of Braunfels city, and said by the Kukkus FSL to be
homeUC to Herbel and Neuhard families.
FN
Becht {A.Elisabetha}: fromUC Gunterskirchen married on 26 April 1766 Leer/Lehr{Conrad} in
Buedingen (Mai&Marquardt#596, KS120 & 158). KS142 says she was a Specht. They arrived
in Russia on 29 Aug 1766 (Kulberg3746). Not listed in T. By July 1767 they had settled in
Krasnoyar FSL #85.
BechtFN{Andreas}: said by the Schaefer FSL to be fromUC Halbe?, [Kur-]Brandenburg. I could not find
them in Mai1798.
BechtFN: the wife was said by the Schaefer FSL to be fromUC Greiz?, Grechan?.
BechtFN{J.Georg}: said by the Straub FSL to be fromUC Grueningen?, Nassau-Usingen
[Principality][sic?]. I did not find them or any descendants in Mai1798.
BechtFN: said by the 1798 Straub census to be the maiden name of frau Wintermeier (Mai1798:Sr38). I
could not identify her in any FSL, although with a somewhat different given names she might be
the wife in the Straub FSL (sr4).
Becht FN: said by the Warenburg FSL to be fromUC Berlin. I could not find this man in Mai1798.
Becht{A./E. Margaretha}: fromUC Gonterskirchen married Funck/Funk{J.Philipp}fromUC Sennenroth
on 28 Apr 1766 in Buedingen (Mai&Marquardt#603, KS120). They arrived in Russia with his
mother {Catharina} on 29 August 1766 (Kulberg5109). Not listed in T or in any published FSL.
Becht{J.Heinrich}: leftUC Gonterskirchen near Giessen for Russia (KS120)
BechtheimGL, Kurpfalz (later Rheinhessen): is 11 km NNW of Worms city and is the confirmed origin
of the Rothammel Appelhans family.
Bechthold, Bechtholt, Bechtold, and Bechtolt are all interfiled.
BechtoldFN{Konrad}: said by Kuhlberg4924 and the Belowescher Kolonien FSL (#4924) to be fromUC
Isenburg (no locality or country indicated). He may be the man that a Luebeck ML says was
fromUC Darmstadt and married in 1766 a Zipp woman (Mai&Marquardt#264).
Bechtholt/BechtoldFN{Markus}: said by the Kutter FSL 50 to be fromUC Hanau. Said to have leftUC
Hintersteinau near Schluechtern for Russia (KS120).
BechtholdFN{Georg}: said by the Norka FSL#96 to be fromUC Isenburg (no locality or country indicated).
Spelled Bechtold in 1795 and 1798 (Mai1798:Mv2001, Nr135, 115, and Dh88).
BechtoltFN{Johannes}: he, his wife and 3 children left Eckartsborn for Russia )KS120). Said by the
Walter FSL #64 to be from Ekersporn, Hessen-Darmstadt County. The Walter Research
Group has confirmed in parish records that this was a Bechtold family from Eckartsborn,
Hessen.
Bethold{J.Niklas}: he, his wife and one child left Lissberg near Buedingen in 1766 for Russia. I could
not find them in any published FSL.
Bechthold{Konrad}: leftUC Schotten for Russia (KS120). I could not find him in any published FSL.
BechtoldFN: this family name was found recorded in Schotten parish records for several generations prior
to 1767; see Flegel trip.
BeckFN said by the Frank FSL to be fromUC Kroettenbach, Loewenstein.
BeckFN: said by the 1816 Glueckstal census (KS: 674, 219) to be fromUC Saarbruecken, Pfalz and laterUC
Torschau, Hungary.
BeckFN: the widow Beck was said by the 1816 Glueckstal census (KS:675) to be fromUC Stebbach,
Sinsheim [Amt], Baden.
BeckFN: in 1817 settled in Gueldendorf, Odessa; family records found by Curt Renz in Pfullingen,
Reutlingen parish, Wuerttemberg.
BeckFN: Curt Renz has found the church records for this Hoffnungstal, Bessarabia, family in Rietheim,
and Seeburg, Urach Oberamt, Wuerttemberg.
BeckFN: in the Katharinenstadt FSL with no place of origin given.
Beck{Katharina}: found in no FSL in 1798 she was living in Luzern as the wife of Schmelzer{Jacob}, a
likely Luzern first settler (Mai1798:Lz16). For 1767 see T4953.
BeckFN: said by KS:219 to have come from Rietheim, Tuttlingen [Amt], Wuerttemberg. The GCRA
found that this family was in Neudorf prior to moving on to Hoffnungstal, Bessarabia, and using
FN

FHL#1,475,288, they proved origin in Rietheim, Seeburg [parish], Urach [Amt],
Wuerttemberg. See the GCRA book for more.
Beck{Jakobina}: she is said to have married an Aichster man in 1790 in Neu-Saratowka (KS:118).
Beck{Johannes}: said to have leftUC Wuerttemberg and arrived in Flensburg, Schleswig Royal Duchy in
Jan. 1762; he his wife and child lived at #8 in Colony T2 “Julianenberg”, Amt Todern but are not
recorded there after Sept. 1765 (EEE p.344-345, see that for more detail). They are later recorded
in the New-Saratowka parish books near St. Petersburg.
BeckFN{J.Friedrich}: a Rosslau ML said he married 9 April 1766 HintzeFN{Christiana Auguste}; KS120
gave her maiden name as Hintz (Mai&Marquardt#923 & KS135). KS had the year wrong:
1765. On 10 August 1766 {Friedrich & Christina} with her mother {Magdalena} arrived in
Russia, he said to be from Wittenberg (Kulberg4446). Later in 1766 he and wife {Christina}
took transport in Oranienbaum for the Volga (T4136-4137). By 3 Aug 1767 this couple had
settled at Paulskaya FSL #74, he said to be from Hoschwelt(?). In 1798 his wife’s maiden name
was given as Schroeder (Mai1798:Bt02).
Beck{Barbara,J.Georg,Elizabeth} FN: they are listed in Rosenheim in 1798 (Rm41,6 and 5) but I cannot
find them in any FSL.
BeckFN{Ludewig}: this Lutheran was said to have leftUC Baden-Durlach Margraviate arriving in
Schleswig Royal Duchy with wife and son in May 1762; they lived at #9 “Weinloss” in Colony
G2 “Friderichsfeld”, Amt Gottorf and were last recorded in Denmark in Jan. 1765 (EEE p.345,
see this for more detail). Said by the Shcherbakovka FSL #32 to be fromUC Goergen [I found no
such place in Baden-Durlach – ed] Spelled both Beck and Becker in 1798 (Mai1798:Sv44 and
Lg2).
Beck{Heinrich}: an early transcription of the Stahl-am-Karaman FSL (#19) said his name was Pek and
that he was fromUC Eitenburg, Gessen [may mean Hessen?]. The Pleve version says he was
fromUC Ortenberg, Hessen-Kassel [Landgraviate].
FN
Beck {J.Heinrich}: said by Kuhlberg6048 and by the Walter FSL (#88) to be from Isenburg. Jean
Roth of the Walter Research Group has confirmed in local parish records that this family came
from Gelnhaar, Isenburg (now Hessen). For more information go to: http://cvgs.cuportland.edu/origins/b/beck_walter.cfm.
BeckFN: said by the Warenburg FSL to be fromUC Nieder-Ingelheim, Kurpfalz, with Hannebolet stepcildren in the household. Surely they had died prior to the 1798 Volga censuses.
Beck{Margaretha}: see Neustadt{Margaretha} of Zug.
Beck: also see Becker.
BeckelFN: said by the Belowescher Kolonien FSL to be fromUC Darmstadt (no locality mentioned). He
surely was the Beckel ofUC Schwickert(s)hausen[Swickartshausen, Hessen-Darmstadt] who
married a Ritzel woman ofUC Gelnhaar in 1766 in Buedingen (Mai&Marquardt#696, KS120).
FN
Beckel : said by the Kraft FSL to be fromUC Kelor(?), Friedberg. Later spelled Becker
Boeckel/BeckelFN{Georg}: married Mueller{A.Catharina} (no origin given for either) in Buedingen 17
April 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#546 & KS122). Not listed in Kulberg or T. By July 1767 they
had settled in Kutter FSL #46 which said he was fromUC Hessen. For 1798 see Mai1798:Kt46.
BeckelFN{J.Adam}: said by the 1768 Messer FSL#22 to be fromUC Kurpfalz (no locality mentioned)
with a younger wife named {Maria Helena}. A man with this name fromUC that place married
Becker{Julianna} on 2 June 1765 in Danzig (Mai&Marquardt#759, KS120).
Beckel?FN: go to Pickel.
Beckel/Boegel/Begel/BaeckerFN{J.Heinrich}: This family appears in the Walter FSL (#62) as Baecker
fromUC Gelnhaar, Hanau [County]. Jean Roth of the Walter Research Group has confirmed
in local parish records that this Boegel family came from Gelnhaar, Isenburg (now Hessen).
Their exit papers are indexed in Auerbach, Beckel entry, which indicate that {J.Heinrich} was
born in Untermockstadt and that his wife {Anna} was born in Laisa. This couple and their
children are recorded as a Becker family arriving at Oranienbaum, Russia on 15 September
1766. When they are recorded as a Baecker family in the Walter FSL (#62) in August 1767
{J.Heinrich} with wife{Margarethe} 39. In 1798 children are still recorded in Walter
(Mai1798:Wt 46 and 61). For more information go to http://cvgs.cuportland.edu/origins/b/boegel_walter.cfm.

Beckelhaupt: see Pickelhaupt.
Beckenau?GL, Wittenberg: an unidentified place said by the Lauwe FSL to be homeUC to a Wild family.
See Wittenberg for confusion!
Becker: the Backer, Baecker, Baeker, and Beker folk are all interfiled in one alphabetical sequence
colony by colony among the Becker folk below:
Becker{Heinrich}FN: said by Kuhlberg4022 and the Balzer FSL (#103) to be fromUC Isenburg (no state
or locality identified), with Junker step-children in the household (#103a).
Becker{Weil}FN: said by the Balzer FSC (#69) to be fromUC Strotzbuesch, [Kurtrier] with his widowed
mother-in-law Ulrich{M.Elisabeth} in the household. The maiden name of the wife was given as
Wille in 1798 (Mai1798:Bz5). Perhaps Wille = Ulrich??
BeckerFN{Johannes}: said by the Bauer FSL(#34) to be fromUC Werthe(?), Darmstadt. Both Ella Gieg
and Brent Mai used the report of an 18th century Fraenkisch-Crumbach pastor to prove this
man and his Eidmueller wife were both from Wersau, Hessen ; KS120 confused Wersau near
Fraenkisch-Crumbach with Werschau which is much further north near Limburg, Hessen
(Mai&Marquardt#1278). For 1798 see Mai1798:Br29, 8, and 58.
Becker FN{Johann}:this widower was said by the Boregard FSL (#74) to be fromUC Bissersheim.
BeckerFN: said by the 1798 Boregard census to be the maiden name of frau Kraemer (Mai1798:Zr93?).
BeckerFN{Nicolaus}: said by the Cheisol FSL (#10) to be fromUC Saarburg, [Kur-]Trier. For 1798 see
Mai1798:Ls25 and perhaps Bd29??
Becker{Peter}FN: said by the Dehler FSL (#16) to be fromUC Wdeges?, [Kur-]Trier. In 1798 the maiden
name of his wife was given as Dinges (1798Mai:Dl16, Ps89).
Becker{Philipp}FN: said by the Dehler FSL (#5) to be fromUC Wernborn, Kurmainz.
BeckerFN{G.Adam & H.Adam}: said by the Dietel FSL (#25a) to be fromUC Dannstadt, Kurpfalz and be
step-sons of Herr Trutwest/Tautfest?. For 1788 and 1789 see Mai1789:Mv391 and Mv393, and
for 1798 see Dt9 and Wt39
BaeckerFN{Sebastian}: said by the Doenhof FSL (#56) to be fromUC Stollberg (no locality mentioned);
Stumppsaid this was in Darmstadt. Later spelled Becker (Mai1798:Dh87, 37 and maybe 52?).
Becker{Johann}FN: said by the Ernestinendorf FSL to be fromUC Izel?. For 1798 see Mai1798:Sh40, 30
where the maiden name of his frau is given as Emerich.
Becker{J.Heinrich}FN: said by the Ernestinendorf FSL (#31) to be fromUC Staufenberg with the
orphaned Falk{Juliana} sister of his wife in the household. Bill Pickellhaupt found all three in
Staufenberg parish records.
Becker{J.Jacob}FN: said by the Ernestinendorf FSL (#1) to be fromUC Oberkleen. For 1798 see
Mai1798:Er11
BaekerFN{Jost}: said by the Grimm FSL (#53) to be fromUC Darmstadt (no locality mentioned). Later
spelled Becker.
BeckerFN{Johannes}: said by the Herzog FSL (#6) to be fromUC Ebernburg(?), Zweibruecken. For 1798
see Mai1798:Hr30.
BeckerFN{Nicolaus}: said by the Hildman FSL (#3) to be fromUC Beerfelden, [Erbach County]. For
1798 see Mai1798:Kl06.
Becker{Johann}: he and Katharina his wife left Nidda for Jag.Pol. (KS120). I did not find them in any
published FSL.
BeckerFN{Jacob}: said by the Kamenka FSL (#12) to be fromUC Worms, Kurmainz.
Baecker{J.Georg}: the Kano FSL (#53) says he was fromUC NiederModau? with Leschhorn{Ursula} a
step-daughter in the household.
Becker{Konrad}FN: listed by the 1816 Kassel census (#106) without origin. See the GCRA book for
more.
Becker{Georg,Philipp}FN: listed by the 1858 Kassel census (#142) without origin. I do not find them in
the GCRA book.
Becker{Paul} FN: listed by both the 1816 Kassel census (#49) and KS:222 without origin. Using
FHL#746,033 the GCRA proved origin in Sessenheim, Bischweiller [Amt], Elsass. See their
book for more.
Becker{Johannes}: see Beier{Johannes} of Kind.
BeckerFN{Jacob}: said by the Kolb FSL (#10) to be fromUC Sankt-Thomas, Falkenstein.

BeckerFN{A.Magdalena/Margaretha/Maria?}: fromUC Laubach she in Luebeck married 10 June 1766
Funck {H.Philip} (Mai&Marquardt#241). Not found in KS! Listed in T940-941. Arrived in
Russia 12 Sept 1766 (Kulberg4685). By July 1767 they had settled in Krasnoyar FSL #44
which said she was fromUC Laubach.
Baecker{Konrad}: the Krasnojar FSL (#87) says he was fromUC Laubach. He might be the man in T5052?
Baecker{Peter}: the Krasnojar FSL (#45) says he was fromUC Salmuenster, Fulda.
Becker[Elisabeth}: KS126 says she was fromUC Gonterskirchen near Nidda and was the 2nd wife of
Eckardt{J.Heinrich} with children born 1761-1763.
BeckerFN{Johann}: this widower was said by the Kratzke FSL (#14) to be fromUC Mecklenburg.
Becker{Balzer}: the Kukkus FSL (#37) said he was fromUC Berghausen, Braunfels. For 1798 see
Mai1798:St22, Kk27 and 46.
BeckerFN{David}: said by the Kukkus FSL (#31) to be fromUC Berghausen, Braunfels; KS120 said this
was near Wetzlar. According to a Friedberg ML this Becker man fromUC Berghausen,
Graefenstein married 17 May 1766 Steckenmeister{Maria} fromUC Allendorff, Graefenstein
(Mai&Marquardt#344).
BeckerFN{J.Adam}: said by the Kukkus FSL (#5) to be fromUC Berghausen, Braunfels. According to a
Friedberg ML this Becker man fromUC Berghausen, Graefenstein area married in 1766
Noll{Charlotta} fromUC Nieder Weisel (Mai&Marquardt#350).
Baecker{J.Ditrich}: the Laub FSL (#48) said he was fromUC Alten, Holstein.
Becker{A.Margaretha}: born a Kleinshnis? she was the widow of some Becker (maybe a Johann?) in
1784 and the wife of Diehl{Jacob} (Mai1798:Mv1609). Her husband Becker must have died
sometime 1778-1797. It seems likely that she and /or he were Luzern first settlers. By 1798
Diehl{Jacob} had remarried (Zg3).
Becker{Elizaberth}: this widow, nee Block, was in Luzern in 1798 (Mai1798:Lz23); I could not find her
in any FSL, nor any reference to having been in any previous colony, so she (and her deceased
husband?) may have been among the Luzern first settlers. Or her deceased husband may have
been Becker{Johannes} of Zug?
Becker{Jacob}FN: said by the Mariental FSL (#14) to be fromUC Bruessel.
BeckerFN{J.Jacob}: the Merkel FSL (#19) said he was fromUC Worms, Kurpfalz.
Becker{Julianna}: Julianna fromUC Kurpfalz married a Beckel{J.Adam} on 2 June 1765 in Danzig
(Mai&Marquardt#759, KS120). A Beckel{J.Adam} with a young wife settled in Messer FSL
#22 in July 1766.
Baecker{Heinrich}: the Messer FSL (#25) said he was fromUC Brandenburg. For 1798 see
Mai1798:Ms35.
BeckerFN: said by the Messer 1798 census to be the maiden name of frau Schmall (Mai1798:Ms29).
BeckerFN{J.Jakob}: KS120 says he and his Eidenmueller wife{A.Barbara} leftUC Werschau near
Limburg [this was a mistake for Wersau near Fraenkisch-Crumbach] for Russia according to
a. The Fraenkisch-Crumbach pastor who provided this information said he had received
confirmation that they had settled in a colony near St. Petersburg [must have been NeuSaratowka – ed] (Mai&Marquardt#1273).
Baecker{Anna}: the Nieder-Monjou FSL (#108a) said this young woman was the stepdaughter of
{J.Friedrich} living in his household.
Baecker{J.Friedrich}: the Nieder-Monjou FSL (#108) said he was fromUC Tordorf? KS is supposed to
have said this was in Runkel.
Baecker{Johannes}: the Nieder-Monjou FSL (#219) said this single catholic man was fromUC
Bassenheim.
Becker: the 1798 Norka census gives this as the maiden name of frau Eisel{Georg} (Mai1798:Nr156).
Becker/ Baecker {Anton}: fromUC Ronshausen, Rothenberg married Peuscher{M.Catharina}, widow of
Peuscher fromUC Zellenrode/Sellnrod, in Buedingen on 11 May 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#630).
They arrived in Russia on 29 Aug. 1766 (Kulberg3650). Not found in T. By Aug. 1767 they
had settled in Norka FSL (#160) which said he was fromUC Hessen. Probably spelled Becker in
1798 (Mai1798: maybe Nr144?).

Baecker/Becker{J.Martin}: the Norka FSL (#203) said he was fromUC Braunfels. Bill Pickelhaupt says
he found this man’s origin.
Baecker{Georg}: the Norka FSL (#159) said he was fromUC Hessen. Spelled Becker in 1798
(Mai1798:Nr164, 133, and maybe 144?).
Baecker{Margaretha}: the Norka FSL (#12a) said this older widow was fromUC Isenburg and was living
in her nephew Mueller{Nicolaus}’s household.
BeckerFN: the 1798 Norka census gives this as the maiden name of the wife of an Isenburger Schindler
(Mai1798:Nr82).
BeckerFN: the 1798 Anton census gives this as the maiden name of the wife of Isenburger
Henkel{Nicolaus} – earlier of Norka (Mai1798:An3).
Becker{Wilhelm} fromUC Ronshausen, Rothenburg he married in Buedingen on 7 May 1766
Moritz{Anna Eva} (Mai&Marquardt#620, KS120 ). He evidently died prior to 17 Aug 1767 in
as much as his wife seems to be in Norka FSL #135 and to have remarried by then.
BaeckerFN{August}: said by the Preuss FSL (#103) to be fromUC Cambre/Cambri, France. Not found in
1798.
BaeckerFN{Christian}: said by the Preuss FSL (#70) to be fromUC Wirges, Kur Trier. For 1798 see
Mai1798:Ps11.
Baecker{Jacob}: the Preuss FSL (#6) said he was fromUC Bommersheim, Kurmainz. Not found in
Mai1798.
BaeckerFN{Johannes}: said by the Preuss FSL (#68) to be fromUC Nieder-Erbach, Kur Trier. Spelled
Becker in 1791 and 1798 (Mai1798:Mv2357, Sm39).
BaeckerFN{Martin}: said by the Preuss FSL (#91) to be fromUC Nassau. Not found in 1798.
BeckerFN{Peter}: said by the Preuss FSL (#92) to be fromUC Ransbach, Kur Trier. For 1790 and 1798
see Mai1798:Mv2354 and Ps37.
BeckerFN: said by the 1798 Schaefer census to be the maiden name of the wife of a younger Lerch,
parentage and village not indicated (Mai1798:Sf20).
Baecker{Conrad}FN: Said by the Stephan FSL (#20) to be fromUC Maar, Lauterbach, [Reidesel/Fulda].
For 1798 see (Mai1798:Sp32); for possible 1793, 1795 and 1798 see Mv2844, 2847 and Dr37?.
Baecker{J.Conrad}FN: This Becker man married in Buedingen on 11 April 1766 Bott{Elisabeth}
(Mai&Marquardt#517, KS120). T376-379 records him, his wife, 1 son (who was born
enroute) and 1 sister (who died enroute) transported from Oranienbaum to Saratov. Said by the
Stephan FSL (#5) to be fromUC Wohnfeld.
FN
Baecker {Daniel}: said by the Straub FSL (#10) to be fromUC Offenbach, Isenburg[-Birstein
Principality]. I did not find them or any descendants in Mai1798.
Baecker[J.Heinrich, E.Margaretha} FN: said by the Straub FSL (#14a} to be step-children in the
Schwab{Carl F.} household. I did not find them or any descendants in Mai1798.
Baecker{Matthias}FN: said by the Straub FSL (#42) to be fromUC Ketternschwalbach, Nassau-Usingen
[Principality], with both two Heller step-children and a single deaf Steinmetz man in the
household. I did not find these Baeckers or any descendants in Mai1798.
Baecker{Nicolaus}FN: said by the Straub FSL (#51) to be fromUC Wintersheim, Kurpfalz, with a
brother-in-law Schmidt{Daniel} in the household. I did not find him or any descendants in
Mai1798.
Baecker FN{Martinus}: said by the Susannental FSL (#25) to be fromUC Fauerbach. I could not locate
them or any descendants in Mai1798.
Becker FN: this woman married in succession Schmidt{Christian}in 1766 in Luebeck
(Mai&Marquardt#157), then, having moved to Susannental, Rittger, and then Eifert in
Meinhard (Mai1798:Mv2883 and Mn28).
BeckerFN{Tobias}: said by the Volmer FSL to be fromUC Branfels.
Becker/BaeckerFN{Franz H. Sr.}: said by the Walter FSL (#48) to be from Krumbach, HessenDarmstadt County. Confirmed by the Walter Research Group to be from FraenkischCrumbach. Corina Hirt using LDS films #1190572 and 1190544 proved that he married in the
Fraenkisch-Crumbach Evangelical church in 1745 Daab{Elisabetha}, who had been born in
Brensbach,. The first 4 of their children were baptized in Fraenkisch-Crumbach, and the last 4
were baptised in Brensbach. Kulberg2333 reported their arrival in Russia on 22 July 1766. By

25 August 1767, wife {Elisabetha} had died, {Franz} had remarried to wife {Magdalena},
and{Franz} and 2 daughters had died. By 25 Aug 1767 the surviving members of the family had
settled in Walter FSL #44 and #48. In 1798 two grandsons were still listed in Walter
(Mai1798:#30 and 66). For more detail go the the Origins section of the CVGS website.
BaeckerFN{Magdalena}: the Walter FSL (#44) said this widow (maiden name unknown) was fromUC
Rossdorf, Hanau (County).
Boecher/Becher/Becker{Jost Conrad/Konrad}: fromUC Queckborn married Ruehl{Eliesabetha}in
Buedingen 27 May 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#669). Becker{Just & Elisabeth} arrived in Russia
on 15 Sept 1766 (Kulberg7042), while Becker{Conrad & A.Elisabeth} arrived in Russia, no
origin given, on a different ship but also on 15 Sept 1766, he said to be from Darmstadt
(Kulberg6105); one of those couples may have been this couple. Not found in T. By 10 Sept
1767 said to be from Lautern(?), Darmstadt, Becher was listed as a single orphan living in the
household of his Stang uncle {Philipp}at Walter FSL #90a. In 1798 he was still in Walter
having married {Katharina} the widow of Geist{Gottlieb} with 3 Becker sons and 1 married
Geist son in the household (Mai1798:Wt62).
BaeckerFN{Christoph}: Walter FSL (#96) says he was fromUC Baerstadt, Nassau.
BaeckerFN{J.Georg}: Walter FSL (#75) says he was fromUC Dernduf?, Ansbach. I could not find them
in Mai1798.
BaeckerFN{J.Heinrich}: in Walter FSL (#62): see Beckel.
BaeckerFN{Magnus}: the Walter FSL (#87) says he was fromUC Stafelberg?, Darmstadt.
BeckerFN{Maria}: this widow was said by the Walter FSL (#78) to be from Grumberg/Gruenberg,
Hesse-Darmstadt. Confirmed by the Walter Research Group to be from FraenkischCrumbach.
BeckerFN: said by the1798 Warenburg census to be the maiden name both of frau Doering and of frau
Roth{Jacob}.
Baecker{Christoph}FN: said by the Warenburg FSL to be fromUC Baerstadt, Nassau[-Usingen
Principality]. Spelled Becker in 1798 (Mai1798:Wr65).
Baecker{J.Georg}FN: said by the Warenburg FSL to be fromUC Derndur?, Ansbach [Margraviate]. He
surely died prior to the 1798 Volga censuses.
Baecker/Becker{Magnus/J.Magnus}FN: and wife {Elisabeth} arrived in Russia on 25 July 1766
(Kulberg#2528). Later in 1766 in Oranienbaum he and wife {A.Elisabeth} took ship for the
Volga (T6822-6823). By 12 May 1767 they had settled in Warenburg FSL #87, he said to be
fromUC Stafelberg?, [Hessen-]Darmstadt [Landgraviate]. Bill Pickelhaupt says he found this
man’s origin. Using FHL#1269508 Dona Reeves-Marquardt in Staufenberg(Kirchberg)
church books found the 5 March 1765 baptism of Becker{J.Conrad} son of {J.Magnus} and
Wagenbach{A.Elisabetha} with Euler{J.Conrad} and Wagenbach{Clara} sister of
{A.Elisabeth}.
Becker{Johannes}: his daughter left Zug to marry in Luzern in 1793 (Mai1798:Mv3069). He may have
been a Zug first settler. The daughter {Elizabeth} was in Luzern in 1798 (Lz32).
Becker{A.Elisabetha}: fromUC Offenbach on the Mayn on 22 April 1766 in Friedberg married
Orsit{Heinrich} fromUC Mehrsfeld, Pfalz (Mai&Marquardt#332). Not found in Kulberg, T or
any published FSL.
BeckerFN{A.Katharina}: fromUC Boesgesaes she married in Buedingen on 30 May 1766
Gutberg{Nicolaus H.} fromUC Hersfeld (Mai&Marquardt#674, KS120, 132). Not listed in
Kullberg or T or in any published FSL.
Becker{Catharina?/A.Elisabetha?}: fromUC Atzbach near Wetzler she married in Buedingen on 15 May
1766 Schindler{Heinrich} (Mai&Marquardt#652, KS120). I could not find them in any
published FSL.
BeckerFN{Georg Johannes}: KS120 says he leftUC Ronshausen near Rotenburg for Russia. I could not
find him in any published FSL.
Baecker{Johann}: said by Recruiter Beauregard’s list to have come fromUC Gunzendorf, Bamberg
[Bishopric] (Lk47). So far I have not found this couple associated with an colony.
Baecker{Johann}: said by Recruiter Beauregard’s list to have come fromUC Stromberg? (Lk138). KS is
supposed to have said this was in [Kur-]Pfalz. So far I have not found this couple associated with

an colony.
BeckerFN{Johann }: KS120 said he was from Krumbach/ Bergstrasse. I could not find himm in any
published FSL.
Becker{Joh.}: fromUC Biedenkop, his son {J.Andreas}was baptized in Friedberg 16 May 1766
(Mai&Marquardt#1364). I could not find them in Kulberg, KS, T, or any published FSL.
BeckerFN{J.Heinrich}: KS120 and Mai&Marquardt#560 say he married in Buedingen on 19 April 1766
Sinner{Anna E.}, both of Fischborn. Listed in T1012-1013? I could not identify them in
Kulberg, or in any published FSL.
BeckerFN{J.Martin}: KS120 said he leftUC Nonnenroth, [Solms-Laubach County] for Russia. I could
not find him in any published FSL.
BeckerFN{Johannes}: KS120 says he leftUC Ortenberg near Buedingen for Russia. I could not find him
in any published FSL.
BeckerFN{Johannes}: KS120 says he and his wife Katharina leftUC Puderbach, Westerwald-Neuwied for
Russia. I could not find them in any published FSL.
Boecher{Jost Conrad}: fromUC Queckborn married Ruehl{Eliesabetha}in Buedingen 27 May 1766
(Mai&Marquardt#669). Becker{Just & Elisabeth} arrived in Russia on 15 Sept 1766
(Kulberg7042) while Becker{Conrad & A.Elisabeth} arrived in Russia on a different ship but
also on 15 Sept `766 (Kulberg6105); one of those couples may have been this couple. Not found
in T, in any published FSL or in Mai1798. Mai&Marquardt#669 says he was listed in
Mai1798:Wt62, but the man so listed was a different Becker{Konrad}.
BeckerFN{Konrad}: KS120 said he leftUC Gonterskirchen, [Solms-Laubach County] for Russia. I could
not find him in any published FSL.
Becker{M.Barbara}: fromUC Wendelsheim, Greweiler County married Blum{J.Philipp} in Friedberg on
11 May 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#339). They may have arrived in Russia on 15 Sept. 1766?
(Kulberg#7103). Later in 1766 they took transport heading for the Volga (T2068-2069). Not
found in any later source.
Baecker{Peter Iserle}: Mai&Marquardt p.624 mistakenly index Iserle{Peter} in this fashion.
Becker{Philipp}: fromUC Wendelsheim married in Friedberg Beuhler{Johannetta E.} on 19 April 1766
(Mai&Marquardt#319). I could not identify them in Kulberg, or find them in KS, T or any
published FSL.
BeckerFN: this family name was found recorded in marriage records 1762-1767 for three different places:
Kirburg, Kroppach, and Schlitz; see Flegel trip.
BeckerFN: also see Beck, Beckel, or Berger.
BeckerdorfVV: another name for ErnestinendorfVV.
BeckersdorfVV: another name for ErnestinendorfVV.
Becking/Buecking/BoeckingFN{Ambrosius}: Danish records said this Lutheran son of Bueckins{Peter}
came fromUC Kurpfalz arrived in Flensburg, Schleswig Royal Duchy with two sisters, a wife,
Kuemmeling{Margaretha}, and two children in June 1762; he lived at #2 Colony G17
“Neuduvenstedt”, Amt Gottorf, and was last registered in Denmark in Feb. 1765 (EEE p. 365,
see that for more detail). Said by the Doenhof FSL #34 to be fromUC Kurpfalz (no locality
mentioned).
BeckmannFN: said by the Merkel FSL to be fromUC Magdeburg, Prussia.
BeckmannFN{Lorentz}: this Lutheran was said to have been born inUC Husum, Schleswig Royal Duchy.
He arrived in Denmark in July 1762; he, his wife and son lived at #44 “Fridrichsholm”, Amt
Gottorf. Later they went to the Riebensdorf colony (EEE p. 346, see that for more detail).
Beckmann{J.Christian}: he married in Luebeck on 26 May 1766 Hederich{A.Margaretha}
(Mai&Marquardt#63, KS120). I could not find them in Kulberg, T, or in any published FSL.
Beckum?GL: an unidentified place said by the Ober-Monjou FSL to be homeUC to a Wenimherr family.
There are 4 Beckums in Germany and the Netherlands.
Bectolegaden?GL: surely this was Berchtesgaden Princely Provosty some 12.5 miles S of Salzburg city,
and was said by the Boregard FSL to be homeUC to the Schwiger family.
Beczkarik?, Oesterreich: an unidentified place said by the Husaren FSL to be homeUC to a
Grigoritsch/Grigorius family.
Bedorf FN: her step-son was said by the Bergdorf 1816 census (KS:660, 220) to have been fromUC

Reilingen, Mannheim [Amt], Baden. GCRA did not find confirmation in Reilingen records; see
their book for more detail.
Bedyer FN: see Beichert.
BeerFN, see Baer.
BeerbaumGL: said by the Shcherbakovka FSL to be homeUC to the Prester family . The only Beerbaum
I can find is 36 km NE of Berlin city centre, then in Kurbrandenburg; but there are at least 5
Bierbaums in Austria.
BeerenfeldVV is the German name of Jagodnaja Poljana.
Beerfelden, [Erbach County]: is 16 miles NE of Heildelberg city, and said by the Hildmann FSL to be
homeUC to a Becker family.
Beerleite?, Wien, [Austria]: an unidentified place said by the Rosenheim FSL to be homeUC to a Bauer
widower. This probably was some section of Vienna.
BeerwaldeGL: see Baerwalde.
Beeskow(?)GL, [Brandenburg]: is some 34 miles SW of Berlin and said by the Holstein FSL to be
homeUC to a Ruf family.
BefortGL, Luxembourg: is now Beaufort some 16.5 miles NE of Luxembourg city, and said by the
Brabander FSL to be homeUC to Bartel and Redel families, and probably a Roething family.
FN
Befus : see Befuss.
Befuss/BefusFN{J.Anton}: 3 of his children were said by the Stumpp version the Jagodnaja Poljana FSL
#52a to be fromUC Storndorf in the Alsfeld region (KS120), by the Kromm version to be from
Muenzenberg, Sterndorf[i.e.Stollberg], and by the Pleve version to be from [Hessen]Darmstadt.
Begant(?)GL, Mecklenburg-Schwerin: an unidentified place said by the Dinkel FSL to be homeUC to a
Mainz family.
Begel FN{J.Heinrich} in Walter: see Beckel.
BehlFN: go to Rehl.
BehlenheimGL, Alsace: see Ballenheim.
BehmFN: said by the Phillipsfeld FSL to be fromUC Nenterode-bei-Wernswig?. I could not find this
family in the 1798 Volga censuses.
BehmFN: also see Boehm.
BehmFN: said by the1798 Warenburg census to be the maiden name of frau Mueller{Heinrich}.
BehmFN: also see Boehm.
BehmerFN: said by the Walter FSL to be fromUC Grosendorfel, Hanau County.
BehnerFN{Johann}: KS120 says he left Bobenhausen near Buedingen for Russia. I could not find him in
any published FSL.
Behren-Luebchin?GL, [Mecklenburg-Schwerin Duchy]: is some 22 miles ESE of Rostock city and said
by the Moor FSL to be homeUC to a Barelo or Bartole family.
Behrens/Berend/BerndtFN{Christian}: fromUC Pfalz he married in Danzig on 23 May 1765 {Christina}
(Mai&Marquardt#757). Listed in KS120, but not in Kulberg or T. By July 1766 they had
settled in Moor FSL #11 which gave his surname as Berend fromUC Brandenburg, and her
maiden name as Stien. The family name was spelled Brendt in 1798
(Mai1798:Mv1779,Mo35).
BehrensFN{J.Diederich}: married Groht{Sophia Gertrud} in Luebeck 12 April 1765; they are listed in Die
Luebecker Traulisten but have not yet been found resident in Russia (Mai&Marquardt#7).
KS120 has Groth.
BehrensFN{Klaus}: married Strachau{Anna} in Luebeck in 1765; they were in the Die Luebecker
Traulisten but have not yet been found resident in Russia (Mai&Marquardt#94).
BehrensFN: also see Berns.
BehringerFN{Christian}: he was said to have emigrated to S. Russia in 1821, and appeared in some
Glueckstal records, although not the census. The GCRA verified origin in Schwaigern,
Brackenheim [Amt], Wuerttemberg using LDS#1,184,789 and #2,125,560. See the GCRA
book for detail.
BehringerFN{J.Fried.}: he was said to have emigrated to S. Russia in 1831, but the GCRA could not find
him in one of the Glueckstal villages. Origin given by KS:229 as Markgroeningen,

Ludwigsburg [Amt], Wuerttemberg, which was verified by GCRA; see their book for detail.
BehringerFN{Gottlieb}: listed by the Bergdorf 1858 census (KS:667, 221) without origin. Origin in
Neckarwestheim, Heilbronn [Amt], Wuerttemberg was proven by the GCRA using
FHL(1,184,925). See the GCRA book for more details.
Behringer/BoehringerFN{Ludwig F.}: using Otto Clausen’s Chronik…, p.809 and Feldrennach parish
records (LDS Film 1056809), Gerhard Lang proved he was born in Feldrennach 17 December
1724, married FamilyNameUnknown{M.Barbara}; their children were all born in Feldrennach.
They emigrated to Denmark (now Schleswig-Holstein), Hartenwig farmstead, Prinzenmoor
colony in 1761. They tried to escape; after being captured, {L.Friedrich} was imprisoned and,
two years later, died. As Brent Mai helped to show, his widow and children later migrated to
Russia, settling in Reinwald. For more detail go to http://cvgs.cuportland.edu/origins/b/behringer_reinwald.cfm.
Behringer/Boehringer/Bernager/Beringer/Buering FN{M.Barbara} married Newart{J.Christian} in
Luebeck 30 April 1765 (Mai&Marquardt#8 & KS147). Not found inKulberg or T. Evidently
she was a widow at the time of the 1765 marriage because when before July 1767 they had settled
in Reinwald FSL (#32 & 32a), there are five of her children in the household whose family name
is given as Bernager; the FSL says she was fromUC Weitlingen, Wilbergstetten. In 1798 it is
recorded as Beringer (Mai1798:Rw4, 16) and as Boehringer (Rww40).
Beichel FN: said by the Galka FSL to be fromUC Werse, [Muenster Bishopric]:. For 1798 see
Mai1798:Gk16, Ho14.
Beichert?/Baigerd/Bedyer/BeygerFN(J.Anton/J,Adam}: married on 5 March 1766 Beyger{J.Anton}
(Mai&Marquardt#366). By 14 May 1767 this Beichert couple with no children had settled at
Leichtling FSL #38, he said to be from Miltenberg (in Kurmainz?) By 1798 he had died and
she had remarried Hildenberger {Johannes}(Mai1798:Lg38). KS120 and 121 have his given
names as {J.Adam}.
Beideck FN: said by the Anton 1798 census to be the maiden name of frau Metzger (Mai1798:An8).
Beideck/Beydeck FN{J.Michael}: KS120 says he leftUC Stafford near Karlsruhe and went via[?]
Juetland to Beideck. Gerhard Lang says he was born c.1694 in Staffort and married
Steuber{A.Maria}. He and their children migrated to first to Denmark (Schleswig-Holstein) and
then to Beideck on the Volga. Danish records say he came fromUC Staffort, Oberamt Karlruhe,
Baden-Durlach Margraviate arriving in Flensburg, Schleswig Royal Duchy in July 1761 with
one son; they, together with Wuestin{Christina}, lived at #11 ‘Pauli Hof” in Colony G9
“Christiansholm”, Amt Gottorf, leaving there in May 1763 (EEE:352, for more detail see this).
For the family in 1798 see: Mai1798: An8, Bd15, 16, 42, 47, 64, 75, and 93, Gm1 and Ks98. For
more detail go to http://cvgs.cu-portland.edu/origins/b/beideck_beideck.cfm.
Beideck/Beydeck/Beydick FN{Johannes/Johann}: Danish records say this Lutheran leftUC Staffort,
Oberamt Karlruhe, Baden-Durlach Margraviate, arrived at Schleswig city, Schleswig Royal
Duchy in May 1761 and married Gruenemeyer{Margaretha Magdalena} in May 1761, and left
Denmark in May 1763 (EEE:352, for more detail see this). He was father of {Juergen F.} who
was baptized 25 May 1765 in Luebeck and husband of Gruenmeyer{Margaretha}
(Mai&Marquardt#1341). Not found in KS, Kulberg, or T. By the 1775 census household #19
they had settled in Beideck (EEE:352)
Beydick/Beideck FN{Juergen/Georg F.}: son of {Johann} and Gruenmeyer{Margaretha}, baptized 25
May 1765 in Luebeck (Mai&Marquardt#1341). Not found in KS, Kulberg or T. In 1798 he
was at #93 (Mai1798:Bd93).
Beideck/Beydeck FN{Jorgen Martin}: Danish records say he was the son of {J.Michael} fromUC Staffort,
Oberamt Karlruhe, Baden-Durlach Margraviate arriving with wife and two children at
Fridericia, Juetland Royal Province in May 1760; they in Colony J9 “Molkenberg”, Amt
Coldinghuus, last recorded there in April 1763. They settled in Beideck (EEE:352, for more
detail see this).
BeideckVV (aka Baideck, Talovka, Talowka): a Lutheran colony founded in 1764 on the western side of
the Volga river not far from Schilling. To the best of my knowledge no copy of its First Settlers’
List has been found and published. Anyone learning of such a document, please let us know
immediately. Likely first settlers include: Gammerstrath{Joseph}, Gruenemeier{J.Matthias}

and Weber{Nicolaus}.
Beidel{Christoph}: said by the Stahl-am-Karaman FSL (#27) to be the deceased husband of {A.Maria}
now wife of Ruebsam/Ripsa{Johannes}, with no hint as to her origin.
BeidenkopfFN: said by the Walter FSL to be fromUC Wildensee, Erbach County.
BeiderFN: said by the Kamenka FSL to be fromUC Heilbronn-am-Neckar.
Bei-der-kirch?, Wuerttemberg[sic]: this was near Wuerttemberg Duchy lands but actually was in the
Fuerstenberg Principality 14.5 km SE of Lahr city. It was said by the Schaefer FSL to be
homeUC to a Kreinert family.
Beidorf{Margaretha}: said by the 1798 Luzern census to have come from Wittmann (Mai1798:Lz6) she
has not been found in any FSL and so may represent a Wittmann first settler family, however she
was in 1798 the widow of Flack{Heinrich} and wife to Maier{Johann[es]}. Flack was,
according to the Recruiter Beauregard List in 1768 (Lk128) married to a previous wife and was
said by to have been fromUC Breitfurt to the Volga; I believe he may have been among the
Luzern Forst Settlers. Maier came in 1796 from Zug to Wittmann..
BeienheimGL, [Nassau-Weilburg Principality]: was just 3 miles NE of Friedberg Imperial City, but
according to both 1745 and 1789 maps, Beienheim was within a small chunk of the N-W
Principality which was many miles from the main body of the Principality. Beienheim is said by
Richard McGregor to be home to the Major family that went to Grimm.
Beyer{Johannes}: fromUC Proschhausen, Mayntz [sic for Froschhausen, Mainz] married
Hermann{Eliesabeth} in Buedingen 3 July 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#730 & KS134). KS121
&164 say Froschhausen was near Offenbach, now in Hesse. They may have arrived in Russia
in Sept 1766 (Kulberg7205)? T3813 &3814 report a Catholic couple with these names later took
transport from Oranienbaum for the Volga, and report that he died in transit. KS134 says they
had been heading for Leichtling. But I was unable to identify the widow and daughter in any
published FSL.
Baier/BeierFN{Philipp}: on 18 June 1766 in Buedingen his unnamed ¾ year old child died
(Mai&Marquardt#1231). Listed in KS119 but not found in Kulberg or T. By July 1767 they
had settled at Roethling FSL #se35 which said he was fromUC Froschhausen, Kurmainz.
BeierFN: said by the Boaro FSL to be fromUC Zerbst (no locality mentioned). Spelled Breyer in 1788 and
1798 and his wife's maiden name is given as Staedt (Mai1798: Mv319, Mn22, Bx25).
BeierFN: said by the Boregard FSL to be fromUC Rumbach.
BeierFN{Hans Georg}: Danish records say he was a farmhand for Wanner{Christoph} and arrived at
Flensburg, Schleswig Royal Duchy in May 1762 and lived at #14 Kolonie T5 “Friderichshoefe”,
Amt Todern until he left in May 1765 (EEE p.353, see this for more detail). Said by the Doenhof
FSL #46 to be fromUC Wuerzburg (no locality mentioned). Later spelled Beyer.
BeierFN: the Herzog FSL says these step-children were living in a Dinkel household fromUC Mannheim,
Kurpfalz. Later spelled Beyer (Mai1798:Hr1,16, 18).
Beier{Anna Maria}FN: a widow said by the Kano FSL to be fromUC Jena, [Altenburg Duchy].
Beier{Johann}FN: said by the Kano FSL to be fromUC Goennheim. Probably also spelled Beyer.
Beier/Becker{Johannes}: the 1798 Schulz census refers to him by both these family names saying he
came to Schulz from Kind (Mai1798:Sz7), so he may well have been among the Kind first
settlers.
Beier(J.Heinrich} and {Maria}FN: said by the Phillipsfeld FSL to be fromUC Friedewald. Spelled Beyer
in 1773 (Mai1798:Mv2299 and Mv2300).
Beier/Beyer{Gottfried} FN: Danish records said this Lutheran was fromUC Herzberg in Saxony right at the
Brandenburger border and arrived at Schleswig city, Schleswig Royal Duchy with wife and 2
children in July 1761; they lived at #2 “Jensens Hof” in Colony F13 “Koenigsanbau”, Amt
Flensburg until leaving in June 1763 (EEE p.353, see this for more details). Said by the
Rosenheim FSL #32 to be fromUC Doebern, [Kur-]Sachsen, and the wife’s maiden name was
given as Funkel. In 1798 spelled Beyer (Mai1798:En21?)?
Beier/Beyer {J.Gottlieb}FN: Danish records said this Lutheran was fromUC Herzberg in Saxony right at the
Brandenburger border and arrived at Schleswig city, Schleswig Royal Duchy with wife and 3
children in July 1761; they lived at #2 “Sophienhof” in Colony F7 “Julianenhoehe”, Amt
Flensburg until leaving in June 1763 (EEE p.353, see this for more details). Said by the

Rosenheim FSL to be fromUC Doebern[sic for Doebeln], [Kur-]Sachsen. In 1798 spelled Beyer
(Mai1798:En21?)?
Beier{Michael}: no origin was given by the Rosenheim FSL but Kuhlberg said they came from Dingen.
In 1798 spelled Beyer (Mai1798:48 and 58).
Beyer?FN: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be a step-daughter living in a Zimrot? household.
Beyer{Wilhelm}FN: he and his Brickmann wife were in Schaefer in 1798 (Mai1798:Sf19) but I could not
find them in any published FSL.
BeyerFN: this woman married a Schoessler man in Langenschwarz in 1711; by 1767 they were in Walter.
BaierFN: this man or family was said by KS119 to have left Gonterskirchen near Giessen for Russia, no
date given. I could not find him or family in any published FSL.
Beyer{A.Catharina}: in May 1766 in Luebeck she was a godparent in the baptism of
Weber{A.Catharina} daughter of {J.Ernst}. I have been unable to identify her in any other
record, so far.
Beyer{Kunigunde}: married Winkler{Georg} on 22 May 1766 in Rosslau (Mai&Marquardt#983,
KS121, 164).
BeigFN said by the Schwab FSL to be fromUC Beuna?, [Kur-]Sachsen. I could not find this family in
Mai798.
BeilFN: said by the Bangert FSL to be fromUC Homburg, Darmstadt. Spelled both Feil (Mai1798:Bg24
and Wr51) and Peil (Wr77) in 1798.
Beil FN: said by the Brabander FSL to be fromUC Kueregiso?, [Kur-]Koeln. I could not find this family
in the 1798 Volga censuses.
Beil FN: said by the Hildmann FSL to be the maiden name of frau Mueller{Johann}.
BeilFN: also see Feil and Peil.
BeilmannFN{J.Peter}: said by the Volmer FSL (#44) to be fromUC Krentznach, Kurpfalz. In his book
McGinnis{Sean} shows that he was born in nearby Frei-Laubersheim on 5 December 1725 and
later married Petri{A.Maria}. In 1798 members of the family were in Mai1798: Dl2, Pf79, Su30,
Vm9, 18, 23, 26, 40. For a bit more information go to http://cvgs.cuportland.edu/origins/b/beilman_vollmer.cfm.
Beilstein, Heilbronn [Amt], Wuerttemberg: is 8 miles SW of Heilbronn city, and was mistakenly said
by both the 1816 Neudorf census (#73) and KS:446 to have been homeUC to the
Siegle{Johannes} family.
Beimbach, [Kur-]Bayern: an unidentified place said by the Recruiter Beauregard list to have been
homeUC to the Felber?{Matthias} family (Lk149); so they may have been among the Schoenchen
first settlers. The only Beimbach I can find would have been on Hohenlohe lands, not in
Kurbayern.
BeinbergGL, Calw [Amt], Wuerttemberg: is 3.5 miles NNW of Calw town, and said by KS:362 to be
homeUC to Luz{Jacob} who was said to have goneUC to Kassel.
Beindrug{Adam}: catholic listed in T6601.
BeinsteinGL, Waiblingen [Amt], Wuerttemberg: is 1.5 miles SE of Waiblingen city, and proven by the
GCRA using FHL(1,056,989) as the origin of Miller{G.Paul} who settled in Bergdorf, and of
Medinger who settled in Glueckstal.
Beintrog/Bauemtrog/Baimtrog{Anton}: he married in Rosslau on 30 June 1766
Hoffmann{Margarethe} (Mai&Marquardt#1039). KS119 mistakenly had the date as 1765. I
could not find them in Kulberg or in T. By 19 August 1767 {Anton & M.Margaretha} had
settled at Leitsinger FSL #57, he said to be from Sankt Jacob. In 1794 [his son]
Bauemtrog{Michael} moved from Pfeifer to Koehler (Mai1798:Mv2269). In 1798
Baimtrog{Michael} is an adopted man with a wife from Pfeifer, in the Neu-Kolonie household
of Sapper{Margaretha} [who may well have been a sister or cousin of {Michael}’s mother – ed].
Beisefaehrt, Hessen-Kassel Landgraviate (now Hesse): is 5.5 km SSW of Melsungen and 26 km S of
Kassel city.
Beisel{A.Salome}FN: Gerhard Lang found that she was born 25 March 1738 in Sulzfeld where in 1761
she married Mayer{Johannes} before they moved to Dreispitz. [But the Dreispitz FSL #14 gives
{Johannes} wife’s name as {Maria} – ed.]
Beisel/Beisner/Beisser{Friedrich Jacob}FN: Gerhard Lang found that he was born 30 January 1711 in

Sulzfeld, married in Sulzfeld 13 February1733 Voelke{A.Salome} who was born there 15 April
1713 and died there on 13 February 1733. He then married Gauss{M.Barbara} in Meimsheim 15
November 1746, and moved to Friedrichsholm, Schleswig[-Holstein Royal Duchy], before
immigrating to Dreispitz FSL #5. Jacob, his second wife, son Matthäus and his family, and sonin-law Meier and his family, all arrived on 16 September 1766 in Dreispitz FSL #14, 18 and 5.
For more information on the extended family go to http://cvgs.cuportland.edu/origins/b/beisel_dreispitz.cfm. , and see EEE p.347.
Beisel?{Friderich Matthaeus}FN: said by the Dreispitz FSL{dr18) to be fromUC Sulzfeld, Oesterreich(sic).
In 1798 the family name was also spelled Beisler (Mai1798:Dr16, 3). Gerhard Lang found that
this man was born 5 February 1734 (to {Friedrich Jacob}) in Sulzfeld, married Steiner {Sophia
Dorothea} there in 1761, and they spent time in Friedrichsanbau, Schleswig[-Holstein Royal
Duchy], before going on to Dreispitz. Also see EEE p.347.
Beisel{J.Gerog}FN: Gerhard Lang found that he was born 1753 in Sulzfeld to {Friedrich Jacob}.
Beisel{M.Margarethe}FN: Gerhard Lang found that she was born 18 December 1735 to {Friedrich Jacob}
(see Dreispitz FSL #5) in Sulzfeld, and married there in 24 March 1761 to Heffele{J.Sigmund}
before they too immigdraated to Friedrichsanbau, Schleswig[-Holstein Royal Duchy], before
going on to Dreispitz (sic. The Heffeles went to Dobrinka FSL #3 – ed.).
Beisel/Beisner {Margaretha}: said to be daughter of {F.Jacob} of Dreispitz FSL #5 and was the wife of
Hafele{J.Siegmund} who first settled in Denmark and then Dobrinka FSL #3
Beisel{A.Margaretha}: in 1798 at age 31 and said to be “from Kautz” she was the wife of
Schneidmueller{J.Peter} and probable mother of two young children (Mai1798:Hs013).
Beisel{Friedrich}: said by the 1798 census to be “from Stephan” (Mai1798:Dr27) but likely to be in the
line of either dr5 or dr18 or both, above.
Beisel: also see Benzel.
Beisner: see Beisel.
Beissel: see Beisel.
Beisser: see Beisel.
BeiselFN: also see Beisser.
BeiserFN: said by the 1798 Bangert census to be the maiden name of frau Eckhardt (Mai1798:Bg11).
BeisertFN: see Beussert.
BeisheimGL, Wertheim [County]: an unidentified place said by the Warenburg FSL to be homeUC to an
Eisner family. The only place in Wertheim lands that I can find which comes close to that is
Berolzheim, some 19 miles due S of Wertheim city.
BeisheimerFN: see Bishammer.
BeislerFN: said by the 1798 Dreispitz censusL to be the maiden name of frau Klein (Mai1798:Dr33).
BeislerFN: also see Beisel.
Beisner{Margaretha}: said to be daughter of {F.Jacob} of Dreispitz FSL #5 and was the wife of
Hafele{J.Siegmund} who first settled in Denmark and then Dobrinka FSL #3
Beisser?FN: said by the Dreispitz FSL to be fromUC Sulzfeld, Hellborn. In 1798 the family name was
spelled Beisel (Mai1798:Dr30,18).
BeitelFN: said by the Kano FSL to be fromUC Gleiszellen?. I could not find this man in the 1798 Volga
censuses.
BeithFN: see Veith.
BeitnitzFN: see Beitniz.
BeitnizFN: said by the Neidermonjou FSL to be fromUC Berlin. Spelled Beitnitz in 1798 and the wife’s
maiden name was given as Maier (Mai1798:Nm05).
BeitzFN: said by the Holstein FSL to be fromUC Ehringshausen, Darmstadt.
Beitz/Reitz{Susanna M.}: the maiden name of the Grauls widow from Buedingen who in Buedingen on
18 May 1766 married Schwach{Bernhard}; spelled Reitz elsewhere (Mai&Marquardt#671).
Beker’s KhutorVV: according to Teri Helzer, about 1828 a German colonist from Kamenka county named
Becher/Baecker founded a hamlet, which was called Becker/Baeker/Bekker’s Khutor. It was
also known as Kuptsov/Kupzovo named for a Russian peasant who lived there. In 1852, after the
arrival of other colonists, the name was changed to Oberdorf.
Beki?FN: said (no locality mentioned) by the Kutter FSL to be fromUC Pommern.

BekkerFN: see Beker.
Belaja Besha: see Belowescher Kolonien.
BelenskiFN: see Belensky.
Belerg?FN: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be fromUC Romrod. I could not find this family in the 1798
Volga censuses.
Belger{Friedrich}: single fromUC Koethen arrived in Russia on 4 July 1766 (Kulberg1439). Not found in
any later source.
BelgerFN{Andreas/J.Andreas}: and Koebel{M.Elisabeth} parents of {Christina Eleonora} who was
baptized in Luebeck on 9 May 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#1351). {Andreas} and wife {Maria}
with five or six children arrived in Russia on 4 July 1766, he said to be from Koethen
(Kulberg#1433). They are listed in T5666-5671. By June 1767 they had settled in Orlovskaya
FSL #9 which said he was fromUC Koethen. The family name8was later also spelled Berger and
Belyer? (Mai1798:Or12 & 48/Kd16 & 20/Mv2119, 2158, 2167).
BelingGL: see Freiburg.
BelingenGL, Kurpfalz: is some 20 miles NE of Trier city, and said by the Brabander FSL to be homeUC
to a Wulf family. This village in the 1760s surely was not in Kurpfalz but rather was in an area
disputed by Kurtrier and Pfalz-Zweibruecken.
Beljakova-MillerRN, Vera: shared her information from the Warenberg FSL.
Bell{Konrad}: he is said by Kulberg1657 to be from Stolberg. He settled firstUC either in Grimm or in
Doennhof but by 1775 was in Schilling (Schilling 1775 census, supplement #13 ).
Belleme, Frankreich: is 22 miles ESE of Alencon, France, and said by the Franzosen FSL to be homeUC
to a Ligene family.
BellerFN: said by the Krasnoyar FSL to be fromUC Koethen, Stolberg.
Beller{Johanna E.}: fromUC Stollberg [County] married Schartheim{Johannes} in Luebeck on 27 May
1766 (Mai&Marquardt#230). Not found in Kulberg, KS, T or any published FSL.
BellersdorfGL: an unidentified place said by the Orlovskaya FSL to be homeUC to a Vogel family. This
probably was Bellersdorf, Nassau-Dillenburg, some 8 miles NNW of Wetzlar city.
BellheimGL: an unidentified place said by the Kano FSL to be homeUC to a Schiffelmeier family. This
probably was Bellheim, Kurpfalz, some 4 miles WSW of Germersheim town.
Bellingen?GL: an unidentified place said by the Ober-Monjou FSL to be homeUC to a Leinen family.
Kuhlberg said this was in Luxembourg. There are 4 Bellingens in Germany and Belgium, none
on lands that were then Luxembourg that I can find.
Bellingen(?)GL, Mavetz(?): an unidentified place said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be homeUC to a
Siegel family. There are several Bellingen in Germany and the low countries.
Bellinger{Maria}: said by Recruiter Beauregard’s list to have been an orphan girl in the
Katzendorn{Maria} household (Lk132a). So far I have not found her associated with an
colony.
BellmannFN: said by the Keller FSL to be fromUC Kaltenborn, Kurpfalz. For 1798 see (Mai1798:Nk50).
Belowescher Kolonien, Ukraine: these colonies (Lutheran: Belaja Besha, Gorodok, Kaltchinowka, and
Rundwiese, and Catholic: Grosser- and Kleiner-Werder), in Chernigow/Tschernigow province
were clustered some 9 miles SW of Bakhmach, Ukraine, 560 miles W of Saratov, and 600 miles
S of St. Petersburg. Gwen Pritzgau says that in 1765-66, 147 familes started the six villages of
the Belowesch settlement, one of the four or five non-Volga colony areas in 1765-67. Their joint
FSL, which was pointed out to me by Debbie Beick, was most recently published, as “Liste der
ersten Kolnisten, die 1766 ueber Oranienbaum nach Belowesch kamen” along with an
introduction, “Die ersten Ansiedler der Belowescher Kolonien im Gebiet Tschernigow”, by Igor
Plewe in Heimatbuch der Deutschen aus Russland 1997/1998, Stuttgart. The List is alphabetical.
The following shows the places of origin given, followed by the relevant family names in parens:
from Anspach: (Wunderlich);
from Berlin: (Zastro);
from Bernbaum: (Heine);
from Danzig: (Blank, Grischowsky, Makowsky, Naumann, Peters, Sperling, Stenzel, Tiebe,
Wilhelm);
from Darmstadt: (Baumbach, Beckel, frau Bethke, Bruner/Brunner, Gutermut, widow

Heck/Hess who becomes frau Grapowsky, Just, Krumm/Krum, Schaefer, Wenzel);
from Dingen: (Krell/Kroell, Weisner);
from Dresden: (Sander);
from Erbach: (Arnold, Bauer, Blank, Braun, Edel, Ellenbacher, Gorleben, Koenig, frau
Krenter, Miller/Mueller and his widow who married Rech, Ramche/Range,
Rech/Wergensrech, Sartisson, Stumpf, Wenrich);
from Erland(?): (Thierlein);
from Freiberg: (Hag/Haag, Hans, Hinkel, Horn became frau Wiesner/Weisner, Kral/Krahl,
Kranz);
from Gelhausen: (Kreiter/Kreuter, Krenter, Krongant, Schaefer, Seifert);
from Gellhausen: (Hof);
from Hakatz(?): (Dresner);
from Hanau: (Donne becomes frau Hering, Franz, Hahn/Han/Hann, Hufnagel,
Kister/Kuester, Schaefer, Schuetz, Ungelbach, Weber);
from Hannover: (Kramer became frau Hermann);
from Hessen: (Dell/Dehl?, Rossbach);
from Isenburg: (Bechtold, Brill/Prill, Dauerich, Daut, Dippel, Engel, Hahn/Han/Hann,
Heinrich, Hermann, Hess, Hofmann/Hoffmann, Kaerchner, Reiswig, Rot/Rott,
Schaefer, Schlegel, Seibel, Stab, Wenzel/Weizel, Wolf);
from Koenigsberg: (Gross/Grauss?, Kehlmann);
from Koeln: (Delp, Sauerwald);
from Landsberg: (Bethke/Bethge?);
from Lauterbach: (Rabbe/Raab/Raabe);
from Leipzig: (Strauch);
from Lothringen: (Bisbaum);
from Mainz: (Albert, Apfel, Bitner/Bittner, Dietrich, Haber, Herr/Hercher, Lautenschlaeger,
frau Johann Schaefer, Schreiber, Siegfried, Trinz, Vogt, Wagner, Weiss, Wenzel,
and possibly Ephraim);
from Marienburg: (Arndt, Arndt frau Sperling);
from Nassau: (Ehrenberg, Krieger/Krueger, Lukart, Oldenberger, Pimmel, Sehl/Sell);
from no origin given: (Bartholomaeus (frau Wolf), Foerster (frau Bormann), Fuhr (frau
Reisch), Krieger (frau Oldenberger), Schreiber, Schroeder, widow Holt/Gold? (frau
Windelmann));
from Oschatz: (Keil);
from Pfalz: (Berg, Buchmiller/Buchmueller, Markstaetter, Massold, Meiermann,
Nordheimer, Schoellhorn, Ulrich, Webert);
from Polen: (Melchior);
from Pommern: (Rindgel/Rindel?);
from Preussen: (Winkelmann);
from Ressel: (Reisch/Reusch);
from Runau(?): (Weiwer/Wekwer/Weiler);
from Sachsen: (Adam, Glueckshorn, Helmeshausen, Hermann);
from Schanpin: (Marschall);
from Schoenberg: (Barmut/Bormut, Kauf, Resser);
from Schoenberg(?): (Miller/Mueller);
from Schwaben: (Braeuner/Breuner, Hering/Gehring/Goering?, Metzel, Ums);
from Solms: (Steger);
from Speyer: (Lobauer);
from Staden: (Nisk);
from Stollberg: (Weber);
from Trier: (Bumel/Bummel, Roehrich);
from Weber: (Guenther/Guenter);
from Weiher/Weier: (Grapowsky);
from Wetterau: (Hahn/Honn);

from Wuerttemberg: (Messer);
from Wuerzburg: (Helwig, Imgrant, Lecher/Leher/Laeher became frau Ungelbach, Retzel).
Belsenberg , Hohenloh-Langenberg: is 2 km NNW of Kuenzelsau, 37 km NE of Heilbronn city centre,
and was said to be homeUC to Schaefer{J.Heinrich} married Meiler{Christina} in Woehrd 30
April 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#782). KS153 has Belsenberg near Kuenzelsau.
BeltershainGL: see Belterstein.
Belterstein(?)GL, Darmstadt: said by the Dobrinka FSL to be homeUC to an Opfer family. This may be
Beltershain some 11 miles ENE of Giessen, Hessen.
Beltsch{Peter Anton}: married in Rosslau on 6 April 1766 Winkler{Dorothea E.}
(Mai&Marquardt#903, KS120-21). I could not find them in Kulberg, T, or in any published
FSL
BeltzFN: This family name is not mentioned in the Kutter FSL, yet they were there. The 1776 and 1798
Kutter censuses make clear that Roehrich had married a widow, (Christina Beltz) and that the
children (Johannes and Barbara) listed in the Kutter FSL in the Roehrich household were in fact
Beltz step-children of Roehrich, the children of his wife by her former marriage. Since no
marriage is found for Roehrich in the Buedingen ML, the odds are good that his wife was also
from (or from very near) the same place in Isenburg as Roehrich. Dick Kraus found Beltzs and
Peltzs in Duedelsheim but not this family. Not found in Kuhlberg.
BeltzFN: also see Belz.
Belyer?FN: see Belger.
Belz?FN: said by the Boaro FSL to be fromUC Zerbst (no locality mentioned). Spelled Boelsch in 1798
and his wife's maiden name is given as Frank (Mai1798: Bx36, Mv308, Mn22).
BelzFN: said by the Laub FSL to be fromUC Hasselborn, Nassau. In 1798 spelled Beltz and Betz
(Mai1798:Wr76).
BelzFN: said by the Lauwe FSL to be fromUC Aungin?, Luxembourg. ). In 1798 the family name was
given as Benz (Mai1798:Mv1517, Bn41, Dl35).
BelzerGL, Darmstadt: an unidentified place said by the Dobrinka FSL to be homeUC to a Schenk man. .
Peter Alfeld has proof that this man was baptized in Billertshhausen, [Hessen-Darmstadt
Landgraviate.
Belzig?FN: one frau Belzig? was said by the Enders FSL to be fromUC Durlach.
Belzig?FN: two families were said by the Enders FSL to be fromUC Schleswig-Holstein (no locality
mentioned). I could not find these families in the 1798 Volga censuses.
BelzigGL: aome 24.5 miles NE of Zerbst city, and said by the Kano FSL to be homeUC to a Paul{Andreas}
family. Kuhlberg said this was in the Zerbst [Principality], but although Paul may have gotten
his travelling papers through Zerbst, Belzig itself seems always to have been part of Kursachsen,
not part of Zerbst.
Bem/BoehmFN: said by the Leichtling FSL to be fromUC Hammelburg (no locality mentioned).
BemlerFN: said by the Seelmann FSL to be fromUC Reuthlingen [Imperial City]. I did not locate them or
any descendants in Mai1798.
BemutzFN: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be fromUC Bayreuth (no locality mentioned).
BenFN: said by the Reinwald FSL to be fromUC Panenau?, Wuerttemberg [Duchy]. I could not find this
family in the 1798 census index.
Bendel: filed amongst the Benders.
BenderFN{J.Jost}: said by the Balzer FSL #41 to be from Duedelsheim, Isenburg-Buedingen [County].
Bonner using LDS Film 1201789 proved that he was baptised in Duedelsheim in 1740 and then
married Doerr {A.Margaretha} there in 1766; Wagner1 p. 81 concurs giving date and parents.
The maiden name of frau Bender was given as Derr in 1798 (Mai1798:Bz75); for other members
of the family in 1798 see Bz2, 60, 79, and 87. For more information see http://cvgs.cuportland.edu/origins/b/bender_balzer.cfm, and John Wall’s website: Heads of Original Balzer
Families.
BenderFN: listed by the Bergdorf 1816 census (#21 and #55), by 1816 Kassel census (#64), by 1858
Kassel census (#181, 182, 183), by Neudorf census #251 and by KS:222, all without origin. Said
by KS:221 to have been fromUC Chochsheim [sic for Gochsheim], Bruchsal [Amt] Baden. The
GCRA proved instead that this family moved (1781-1802) from Reinighof, near Rumbach,

Pfalz, to Lembach, near Wingen, Elsass, and finally to Oberseebach, Elsass; they used
FHL(193,135, and 717,155). Frau Hassauer{J.Jakob} and frau Ketterling of Kassel were of this
family. For more see the GCRA book.
Bender: Fischer{J.Christoph} son of {Julius H.} married her and lived in Dietel from 1765-66 until
moving to Bauer in 1793 (Mai&Marquardt#1238). Not found in Kulberg or in T. Listed in
KS128. I could not find her in Kulberg, the Dietel FSL, or the Bauer 1798 census although he is
in the 1798 Bauer census with different wife (Mai1798:Br19).
Bendel/Bender/Benter/BentherFN{Balthasar}: fromUC Wuerttemberg he and his wife arrived in May
1762 at Flensburg, Schleswig Royal Duchy; they lived at #10 in Colony G20 “Westscheide”,
Amt Gottdorf and were last recorded in Denmark in January 1765; they later settled in Doenhof
colony (EEE p.348, see that for more detail). As a widower he was said by the Doenhof FSL #39
to be fromUC Wuerttemberg (no locality mentioned).
Bendel/Bender/Benter/BentherFN{Jacob Balthasar}: this son of {Balthasar}was also said to be fromUC
Wuerttemberg he and his wife, Steiner{Maria} (daughter of {Conrad}, and their daughter
arrived in May 1762 at Flensburg, Schleswig Royal Duchy; they lived at #20 in Colony G20
“Westshceide”, Amt Gottdorf and were last recorded in Denmark in April 1765; they later
settled in Doenhof (EEE p.348-349, see that for more detail), at #40 which said he also was.
fromUC Wuerttemberg (no locality mentioned) (Mai1798:Dh40).
BenderFN said by the Frank FSL to be fromUC Rambach, Nassau.
BenderFN{Hans Martin}:this Lutheran said to be fromUC Mainz arrived with his wife {Dorothea} in
Flensburg, Schleswig Royal Duchy in May 1762; the lived at #4 “Drumreichers Hof” in Colony
F10 ‘Friderichsholm”, Amt Flensburg until April 1765 (EEE p.349, see that for more detail).
Said by the Galka FSL to be fromUC Isselbach, Kurmainz[?]. For 1798 see Mai1798:Gk65,
Dr22.
BenderFN: said by the Hoelzel FSL to be fromUC Anspach (no locality mentioned). In 1797 may have
been spelled Beneder (Mai1798:Mv959)?
BenderFN{Conrad/Konrad}: said by the Krasnoyar FSL #22 to be fromUC Lich, Solms Bill Pickelhaupt
says he may have found the origin of this man.
BenderFNPhilipp}: said by the Krasnoyar FSL #33 to be fromUC Nauleis(?)/Nailos(?)GL, Wittenberg. Bill
Pickelhaupt says he found the origin of this man.
BenderFN: said by the Mariental FSL to be fromUC Hofheim, Wuerzburg.
Bender FN: said by the Moor FSL to be fromUC Kurpfalz (no locality mentioned). In 1798 the wife’s
maiden name was given as Boekebach and the Bender family name is rendered both Wonder and
Wunder (Mai1798:Mo23,03,56).
Bender{Philipp}FN: listed by both the 1858 Neudorf census (#251) and KS:222 with no origin. The
GCRA found that he was the son of Bender{Martin} of Kassel. Using FHL#717,155, the
GCRA proved their origin in Lembach, Sulz [Amt], Elsass. See the GCRA book for much
more.
Bender{Philipp}: said by the Recruiter Beauregard list to have come fromUC Wernborn going to
Obermonjou in 1768 (Lk134); which would likely make them among the Obermonjou first
settlers. I did not find them in Mai1798.
BenderFN: said by the Preuss FSL to be fromUC Weinheim, Kurpfalz.
Bendel/Bender/Benter/BentherFN{J.Hinrich}: said to be fromUC Wuerttemberg he and his wife arrived
in May 1762 at Flensburg, Schleswig Royal Duchy; they lived at #4 in Colony T7
“Louisenebene”, Amt Todern and were last recorded in Denmark in January 1765; they later
settled in Ribensdorf colony in Woronesh (EEE p.348, see that for more detail).
Bender/BinderFN{J.Jacob}: said by the Stephan FSL #29 to be fromUC Windhausen, [HessenDarmstadt Landgraviate]. KS121 said Windhausen was near Alsfeld ;Kuhlberg #3654 said it
was in Darmstadt. For 1792 and 1798 see Mai1798:Mv2839 and Sp26. Also spelled Binder in
1798 (Gk8). On 8 April 1766 this man in Buedingen married Gruen{A.Juliiana}
(Mai&Marquardt#500).
Bender FN: said by the Warenburg FSL to be fromUC Michelbach, Hanau [County].
BenderFN: this family name was found recorded in Kirburg marriage records 1762-1767, in Schotten
parish records for many generations prior to 1767, and in Winterhausen marriage records 1760-

1769; see Flegel trip.
BenderGL:an unidentified place that was home to a woman who married a Fischer man and settled in
Bauer (Mai&Marquardt#1238). It is possible that Bender as used here was a family name, not
a place name.
BeneckeFN: said by the Bettinger FSL to be fromUC Lobbese. Not yet found in the 1798 Volga censuses.
BenederFN: see Bender.
BenedicktFN: said by the Laub FSL to be fromUC Vollerwiek?, Holstein. In 1798 the family name was
spelled Benedict and the wife’s maiden name was given as Breder (Mai1798:Wr104).
BenedictFN: see Benedickt and Benedikt.
BenediktFN: the Dinkel FSL says this step-son was living in a Arp household from Kilrastof(?), Holstein.
Also spelled Benedict.
BenediktFN: said by the Kano FSL to be a step-daughter in the Reischenberg household. I could not find
her in the 1798 Volga censuses.
Benerberger/BennerbergerFN: said by the Kamenka FSL to be fromUC Dinkelsbuehl/Denkelsbuehl.
Benetsham?GL: an unidentified place said by the Kano FSL to be homeUC to a Burghardt family. There is
a Benetsham that was in Kurbayern, some 24 miles NW of Salzburg, Austria.
BengelFN: said by the Balzer FSL #60 to be from Isenburg (no locality indicated). Bonner proved that
this Bingel man was baptized in Wolf, Isenburg-Buedingen County. The name was spelled
Dingel and the maiden name of the wife was give as Heinrich in the 1798 census (Mai1798:Bz91
and 84).
BengelFN: said by the Stumpp supplement to the Dietel FSL to be fromUC Pfalz (no locality indicated). For
possible 1798 see Mai1798 :An36?, Bz36?, 37?, and Dr11?
Bengel/Bingel{Conrad}: son of Bingel{Conr.} the magistrate of Buges, was godparent at the birth in
Buedingen on 13 April 1766 of Loos{Conrad} son of {Ernst} ofUC Orleshausen and
{A.Christina} (Mai&Marquardt#1201a). Not found in Kulberg, T or in any published FSL.
BenglerFN: said by the Preuss FSL to be fromUC Laudenbach, Bergstrassen.
BenhardtFN: said by the Moor FSL to be fromUC Baden-Durlach (no locality mentioned). I could not find
this family in the 1798 Volga censuses.
BenignusFN: said by both the 1816 Neudorf census (#3, 25) and KS:222 to have come fromUC Rotenberg,
Stuttgart [Amt], Wuerttemberg. Using FHL#1,195,514, the GCRA proved origin in
Rudersberg, Waiblingen [Amt], Wuerttemberg. See their book for much more.
Beninger{Wilhelm}: KS121 said left Luetzelhausen near Gelhausen t to go to Russia.
BenndorfGL: an unidentified place said by the Kano FSL to be homeUC to a Fak? family. There were at
least 10 Benndorfs and Bendorfs in the Germanies.
BennerFN: said by the Grimm FSL to be fromUC Darmstadt (no locality mentioned).
Benner FN{J.Balthasar}: the Jagodnaja Poljana FSL #5 to be fromUC Lissberg. KS121 has two entires: 1.
{J.Balthasar} fromUC Bobenhausen near Nidda [see the next entry] and 2. {Johann} and wife
{A.Katharina} fromUC Lissberg near Buedingen.
Benner{A.Catharina}: widow of the late {Balthasar} of Bobenhausen married Krahl{J.Jacob} in
Buedingen 2 June 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#676). KS140 has {Katharina} and Bobenhausen
near Buedingen. Kralin with wife and 3 children arrived in Russia, he said to be from
Darmstadt (Kulberg6292). Not foun in T or in any published FSL. In 1798 the widow,
remarried, may have been in Yagodnaya Polyana (Mai1798:Yp39).
Benner FN{J.Daniel}: KS121 says he left “Weiseck/Stadtteil v. Giessen” for Russia. I could not find him
in any published FSL.
BennerFN: this family name was found recorded in Herborn marriage records 1762-1767; see Flegel trip.
BennerbergerFN, see Benerberger.
BenoitFN: said by the Franzosen FSL to be fromUC Leon, Frankreich. I could not find this family in the
1798 Volga censuses.
Bens{Elisabetha}: wife of Bahrt{Johann} and mother of Bahrt{Johanna E.Dorothea} born 2 June 1766
in Luebeck (Mai&Marquardt#1295). Found in no published FSL.
Bens: see also Benz.
BensackFN said by KS121 and the Roethling FSL #18 to be fromUC Michelbach, Kurmainz.
Bensak: see Bensack.

Benschelent?GL: an unidentified place said by the Ober-Monjou FSL to be homeUC to a Hauptmann man.
Kuhlberg said this was in Dessau.
Bensefert?: an unidentified place said by the Recruiter Beauregard’s list to have been homeUC to the
Sauer{Georg} family, likely first settlers in Schaffhausen. Kuhlberg said place this was in Pfalz.
Bensel/BenzelFN{Valentin}: said by Kulberg5923 to be fromUC [Kur]Pfalz and said by the Kautz FSL
#17 to be fromUC Ensheim, Kurpfalz. In 1798 his wife’s maiden name was given as Koch{[A.]
Elisabeth} (Mai1798:Kz7).
Benseler{J.Wilhelm}: married Kram{Elisabeth} in Luebeck 25 April 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#142).
KS121spelled the names Besseler and Kraemen.
Bensel: also see Benzel.
BenshausenGL: see Penshausen.
Bensheim?: said by the Recruiter Beauregard list to have been homeUC to the Wasen{Philipp} family
(Lk86). This place may be the same as the next entry.
Bensheim-an-der-BergstrasseGL, Kurmainz: said by the Brabander FSL to be homeUC to a Lambert
family.
BensheimGL see Bentzheim.
BenslerFN{J.Jacob}: said by the Warenburg FSL to be a brother-in-law in the Lang household. Spelled
Benzel in 1788 and 1798 (Mai1798:Mv2977 and Dn27).
Bentel: KS121 says he left Nidda near Buedingen for Russia.
Bentel{J.Jo(o)bst}: married in Luebeck on 26 August 1766 Hermann{A.Margaretha}
(Mai&Marquardt #196, KS121). Not found in Kulberg, T or in any published FSL.
Bentwisch, Mecklenburg[-Schwerin Duchy]: is 3 miles NE of Rostock city and was said by the Stahlam-Tarlyk FSL to be homeUC to the Bopp family.
FN
Bentz : see Benz.
BentzheimGL on the Bergstrass: is now Bensheim 13 miles S of Darmstadt city. Said by a Friedberg
ML to be homeUC to the Sieber woman who in 1766 married the Henrich man who went to
Keller (Mai&Marquardt#297). Said by a Friedberg ML to be homeUC to Lammert{Georg}
(Mai&Marquardt#349).Same as Bensheim-an-der-Bergstrasse.
Bentzing{Johannes}: KS121 says he left Niederzell near Schluechtern for Russia. I could not find him in
any published FSL.
BenzFN: left Nagold, Wuerttemberg for the Caucasus after 1811.
BenzFN: said by the Jost FSL to be fromUC Rathenow, Brandenburg. I was unable to find this family in
the 1798 Volga censuses.
Benz{Abraham}FN: both the 1816 Kassel census (#36) and KS:222 said this family came fromUC Elsenz,
Bruchsal [Amt], Baden. Using FHL#1,189,109, the GCRA proved origin in Elsenz, Eppingen
[Amt], Baden. See their book for more.
Benz{Johann}FN: KS:222 said this family went fromUC Eppingen, Sinsheim [Oberamt], Baden to
Kassel, but the GCRA proved this family never appeared in Kassel, or in any Glueckstal colony.
See their book for more.
Benz{Johannes}FN: said by both the 1816 Neudorf census (#55) and KS:222 to have come from
Metterzimmern, Besigheim [Amt], Wuerttemberg (KS misspells it Mettenzimmern). Using
FHL#1,184,926, the GCRA proved this origin. See their book for more. Also spelled Bentz.
Benz{Magdalena}FN: listed as the wife of Will{Johannes} in the 1798 Straub census (Sr40) but I did not
find her in any FSL.
Benz/Bentz{A.Marg.Charlotta}: married Kueffling{Martin}in Luebeck 15 May 1766
(Mai&Marquardt#197, KS141). Not found in Kulberg, T, or in any published FSL.
Benz{Cathar.}: fromUC Hessen-Cassel [Landgraviate] married in Luebeck Heins{Carl} on 20 August
1766 (Mai&Marquardt#286). Not found in KS, Kulberg, T or any published FSL.
Benz/Benzer{Marg.}: daughter of the deceased {J.Jacob} ofUC Oettingen married in Luebeck
Knoepfler{Joseph} on 7 May 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#806, & KS139). Not found in KS,
Kulberg, T or any published FSL.
BenzFN: also see Belz and Lenz.
Benzel/Bensel/ Beisel{Johann}: this Lutheran said to be fromUC Sulzfeld, Herrschaft von Goeler von
Ravensburg, Kanton Kraichgau, Schwaebischer Ritterkreis arrived at Fridericia, Juetland Royal

Province; they lived in Colony J6 “Julianaheeder”, Amt Silkeborg, last being recorded in
Denmark in April 1763. They later settled in Schilling. (EEE p.349, see that for more detail).
BenzelFN: also see Bensel, Bensler and Lenz.
Benzer FN: also see Benz.
BenzingerodeGL, [Blankenburg Kreis, Brunswick Duchy]: is 4.5 miles NW of Blankenburg town, and
said by the Kano FSL to be homeUC to a Lebe family.
Benzklin(?)GL, Mecklenburg: an unidentified place said by the Dinkel FSL to be homeUC to a Neumann
family. There is a Benzin some 30 miles ESE and a Bentzin some 80 miles ENE of Schwerin.
BeplerFN: said by the Ober-Monjou FSL to be fromUC Obermohr, [Pfalz-Lautern Principality].
Spelled Pepel in 1798 (Mai1798:Om53).

